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Foreword
When it came to my senior thesis, I had no idea what topic to pursue. I’m a student of
many interests, ranging from computer science to teaching to music, and I had no idea on
how to represent those in one coherent work. That is, until I took a course with Drs.
Cooley and Buell on Critical Interactives. As a student working on the Ghosts of the
Horseshoe iPad app, I found myself being able to apply not just my computing skills but
also my knowledge of design, music, and education in hopes of bringing to light a piece
of university history that has long been forgotten. That piece of history is a group of
people, enslaved, oppressed, and forgotten – one that has gone unacknowledged for far
too long.
When Dr. Buell and Dr. Cooley approached me about working on the aural aspect
of Ghosts as a thesis topic, I was taken aback. It never occurred to me that I would able to
pursue an interdisciplinary topic that would allow me to incorporate all my interests. Of
course, I accepted. Little did I know that this would perhaps be the greatest challenge I
had ever taken on. As I began to read book after book and paper after paper in
preparation for writing, I found myself pulled in so many different directions that it was
overwhelming. The project had suddenly grown from designing a simple soundtrack for
an iPad app to becoming a media theoretic argument that I was completely unprepared
for.
As I began writing, I found myself expounding for paragraphs on ideas that I
thought would take a sentence to explain. I realized that simply writing an
implementation of an aural environment for Ghosts was not what I wanted to do. Instead,
I wanted to create a work that motivated why that was even necessary. Suddenly, I found
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myself free to explore sound in its purest form. Suddenly, I found myself reading media
theory texts, papers on historical erasure, and learning basic sound design.
This thesis has, by far, been the most difficult academic undertaking I have
attempted. However, it represents who I am: a student interested in many different ideas,
looking for ways to connect them. I am no media theorist. I am no historian. I am no
audio engineer. However, here you will see my attempt to cultivate in myself these
aptitudes. This thesis is an exploration in uncharted waters for me. Who knows what’s
down there?

Why not jump in and find out?
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Summary
Sound has always been treated as a second citizen in our society. This is no different in
the world of critical interactives. No matter the text you read on software design or
critical play, sound is always denigrated. Our society places so much emphasis on the
visual that sound, a sense that we cannot ever fully shut out from our minds, is taken for
granted. It is seemingly ignored in various parts of our lives. However, there exist no
eyelids for your ears. This thesis argues that you can never ignore sound, especially in
the context of a critical interactive.
The first chapter addresses the very basis of sound. Of course, knowing that our
end product must be analyzing sound in critical play, we analyze the history of the idea of
storing sound digitally. Then we move on to consider how sound is a form of rhetoric and
has the power to misrepresent. It is with these ideas in mind that we move on to chapter
three where we describe exactly what a critical interactive is. We then discuss how
designers of critical interactives address the issue of presenting values within a ludic
game context.
This is where this work differs from most others. Taking the design cycle
presented by Mary Flanagan in Values at Play, we create our own design cycle to create a
soundscape capable of representing and accenting the values (e.g. empathetic awareness)
presented in a critical interactive. Finally, we use this cycle to create an interactive
soundscape for a critical interactive called Ghosts of the Horseshoe. We end with a brief
summary, one that analyzes how the power of sound augments not only digital interactive
play space, but also our own lives.
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Chapter 1: Sound

Stop what you’re doing. Close your eyes – take a moment of silent contemplation. What
do you hear around you? Describe it.
We have a multitude of words in the English language in order to describe what
we see. We have color, brightness, hue, intensity, depth, texture, etc. How does one
describe a sound? How would you describe the process of hearing to one who is deaf?
These are difficult, if not impossible questions to answer. Sound is something that we
take for granted−something that we simply assume to be with us at every moment.
Let us begin with a very basic scientific discussion of what sound is. Imagine a
church bell being struck by its hammer. The energy from the hammer is transferred into
the bell upon impact. The bell then begins to vibrate very rapidly. As the bell moves
outward, it pushes against air particles, which in turn push upon adjacent air particles and
so forth. As the bell flexes inward, it pulls in the adjacent air particles which in turn pull
nearby air particles in. This push and pull pattern is a wave. We call the bell the
disturbance and the air particles themselves the medium through which the disturbance
travels. This disturbance is sound: the result of air particles colliding with each other.
Of course sound does not only travel through air. Put your ear against a table and
then tap the table. Each tap sends a disturbance through the table, that has become the
medium. The particles in the table collide with each other and allow for the transfer of the
wave that is the sound. The particles from the table hit the air particles that travel to your
ear drum, more formally known as the tympanic membrane. These vibrations in turn set
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off a series of vibrations of several structures in your ear, which your brain subsequently
interprets as sound.
We have been able to measure sounds for long time. Take for example a single
note, a middle C (C4) in this case, played on a piano.

Figure 1.1. The waveform of a C4.
This is a sound. A waveform depicted as an oscillation of amplitude (the vertical axis)
over time (the horizontal axis). In this form, would you say you understand this sound?
Of course not. Yes, the aural experience can be “downgraded” into this scientific
explanation but would not sight then be simply the charging of rods and cones? Is touch
simply the electric signals fired by your neurons? This figure depicts what we call
physical characteristics of sound. In particular, it depicts intensity (the distance from the
peak to valley of each oscillation) and frequency (how many times the wave reaches its
peak in a second). These physical characteristics are important, but are they what you
think about when you hear a sound? The other characteristics of sound, the ones we
experience when using our aural sensing skills are called perceived characteristics
(Bonds 3). These are things like loudness and pitch, characteristics that have counterparts
in the physical realm but convey a tremendous amount of information in another manner
entirely.
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Vision was given highest priority in the hierarchy of senses among the Ancients,
and then, from the late Middle Ages through the Enlightenment, human vision was
augmented through the use of technical instruments, making it even more powerful
(Drucker 10). Sound has always been relegated to a lower position, particularly in
western traditions, even though we have no way of totally eliminating how we take in
sound. There exist no eyelids for ears. Aural input is constant – taken for granted. It was
not until the late 1800s when scientists wanted to capture sounds that any real effort went
into studying sound.

A Brief History of Analog Sound Capture
In 1877 inventor Thomas Edison created the phonograph, the first machine to
capture sound. This process, one we now take for granted, worked using a simple
concept. The sound vibrations are recorded as physical deviations of a groove engraved
into a rotation cylinder or disc. Then, to recreate the sound, the surface is rotated while a
playback stylus travels along the groove. The stylus traces the groove and vibrates in
connection with it, very faintly reproducing the recorded sound. The sound is then
amplified using some sort of diaphragm1, which creates the experience you and I would
refer to as listening to a phonograph.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
This varies based on the design of the phonograph, but early incarnations used a
parchment cone which eventually evolved into the familiar horn shaped metal
diaphragms.
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Figure 1.2. A close up view of the grooves on an LP (Clean LP).
This idea of physically manifesting sound, whether on a wax-cylinder or a vinyl
LP continued into the late 20th century. Only then did phonograph use decline with the
introduction of the compact disc and other digital recording formats. But this raises the
question: how do you store sound digitally? How do you convert the sound you and I
hear into lists of 0s and 1s?

Enter Information Theory and the Digital Age
This was one of the fundamental questions of a field called Information Theory in
the late 1940s. The problem of communication was said to be that of reproducing at one
point a message selected at another point. A message could be a letter, a word, a number,
speech, music, images, video, anything we want to transmit to another place. To do that,
we need a transmission system; we need to send the message over a communication
channel. But how fast can we send these messages. Can we transmit, say, a highresolution picture over a telephone line? How long will that take? Is there a best way to
do it?
It was Claude Shannon who addressed these questions in a paper that many would
call transcendent: “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” (Shannon 1948). Before
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Shannon, engineers had no clear answers to these questions. At the time, there were
myriad technologies in operation, each operating in a different technological basis:
telephone, telegraph, radio, television, radar, and other military systems. All of these
systems operated according to entirely different ideas about how to represent the
information they transmitted both functionally and efficiently. Shannon changed all of
this.
He came up with a single, unifying theory of communication. Researchers in the
past had focused on entirely different types of questions. What Shannon showed is that it
did not matter whether you transmitted signals using a copper wire, an optical fiber, or a
parabolic dish. It did not matter if you were transmitting text, voice, or images. Shannon
envisioned communication in abstract, mathematical terms; he defined what the once
fuzzy concept of “information” meant for communication engineers and proposed a
precise way to quantify it. According to him, the information content of any kind of
message could be measured in binary digits, or just bits–a name suggested by John W.
Tukey at Bell Labs. Shannon took the bit as the fundamental unit in information theory. It
was the first time that the term appeared in print (Guizzo 8).
Shannon’s paper revolutionized the telephony industry. He showed that every
channel (the method of communication between two parties) has a maximum rate for
transmitting electronic data reliably. If you try to send information at a rate greater than
this, you will literally lose parts of your information. However, perhaps even more
importantly, Shannon demonstrated that engineers could overcome transmission errors,
commonly called noise. You might think of this as an electric signal in a telephone wire
that causes crosstalk in an adjacent wire, a thunderstorm that perturbs TV signals thereby
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distorting the image on the screen, or a failure in network equipment that corrupts
internet data.
At the time the only solution to this problem was to either increase the energy of
the transmission signal or just send the same signal over and over again. This was
essentially the equivalent of shouting to your friend who is on the other side of a crowded
room. Shannon showed a new way to avoid errors without wasting that time and energy,
something he dubbed “coding”. When someone of my generation thinks of “coding”, we
think automatically of programming, for example, in Java, C++, etc. What does it really
mean to code something? The word code simply means a system of symbols substituted
for other symbols.
Coding is the heart of information theory. In fact, all communication needs to be
encoded in order to be understood by another party (see Figure 1.3). The telephone
system transforms voice into electrical signals. Morse code allows one to transmit letters
using dots and dashes. A DNA molecule specifies a protein’s structure with four types of
genetic bases. Digital communication uses bits (0s and 1s) to represent information. For
example, each letter of the alphabet can be represented with a group of bits, a sequence of
zeroes and ones.2 This means you could assign any number of bits to each letter and
arrange the bits in any way you want, effectively creating as many codes as desired. But
is there a best code we could use? Shannon showed that with specially designed codes,
engineers could do two things: first, they could compress the messages to take up less
space, thus saving transmission time; second, they could protect data from noise and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
Check out the American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII). This is
not dissimilar to the more current Unicode standard that has digital representations not
just for letters and numbers, but for symbols and emojis as well.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ASCII and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unicode
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achieve virtually error-free communication using the whole capacity of a channel–perfect
communication at full speed, something no communication specialist had ever dreamed
possible.
During World War II, military intelligence deemed it necessary to be able to
encrypt (scramble) voice signals (Guizzo 23). Scientists at Bell Labs found that
scrambling analog voice signals was quite hard, so they turned to an older technology,
telegraphy, as a model. In telegraphy, messages are sent by the opening and closing of
contacts in an electric circuit. When the contacts are closed, an electric pulse is sent; a
"dot" is a short electric pulse and a "dash" is a longer one. When the contacts are open, no
electric current flows in the line and a "blank space" is sent. The telegraph system,
therefore, used the presence and absence of current, or sequences of on-off pulses, to
represent all messages. Engineers knew that by combining a message with a random
sequence of on-off pulses known just to the sender and the receiver, which they called a
"key”, they could obtain a perfectly secure message; this encrypted message would also
be a random sequence of on-off pulses and there was no way to attack this cryptographic
scheme – it was virtually unbreakable. Could they apply this idea to speech?
In the telephone system, speech is transformed into an electric signal that varies
proportionally to the air vibrations of a person’s words and sounds. This signal is
analogous to the air vibrations it represents, hence the term analog. The real question
became how to represent sound digitally, as a sequence of ons and offs?
The solution came with two techniques now known as sampling and quantization.
The idea was to approximate a continuous signal by a series of "steps" as if we
superimpose the continuous signal by what seems a stairway that goes up and down
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following the shape of the signal. When we choose the number of steps used in the
stairway, we are "sampling" the signal (each step is a sample). Also, we can imagine that
each step in the stairway has a different height from the ground. When we determine
these heights, we are "quantizing" the signal. In this way, a continuous signal is
transformed into a discrete sequence of numbers.3

A Rigorous Model of Communication
In most communication systems, information is transmitted by an electrical
signal. Suppose you are sending a signal that goes up and down continuously, in a
smoothly varying way. Imagine you are holding one end of a string, the other end fixed,
and you move your hand up and down with a constant speed. In this case, the undulation
in the string varies regularly and endlessly, always in the same way. A signal like this
always has the same frequency and it conveys no information. But suppose you start to
move your hand wildly, with varied speeds. Now you are generating an undulation much
more complicated, with an arbitrary and unpredictable shape. This signal contains not
only one but several frequencies. It is made up of several components. The more
frequencies a signal contains, the more rapidly it can change and the more information it
can convey. This range of frequencies is called bandwidth. If a signal contains
frequencies from 200 to 3,200 hertz, for example, its bandwidth is 3,000 hertz. This is
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
Now, this sequence of numbers could be combined to a random numeric key
using special computing operations to create an encrypted conversation. Throughout the
war, the X System was used by the high commands in the United States and in England to
send the war strategy, confident that the enemy couldn't eavesdrop the conversation. It
was one of the first digital communication systems for it transmitted information with
discrete bits instead of continuous analog signals.
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approximately the bandwidth required to transmit a telephone conversation. A television
transmission requires roughly two thousand times more bandwidth, or 6 million hertz.
That is why it was so hard to send an image over a telephone line: the bandwidth of this
channel is too "narrow." The art of communication, therefore, is to match the message to
the medium.

Figure 1.3. Any communication process can be described via this diagram (Shannon
1948).
Shannon imagined communication as the flow of messages along a series of
stages, which he represented schematically with a block diagram (see Figure 1.3). The
diagram shows a series of blocks, one connected after the other, through which a message
is transmitted. The first stage is the source, where the message originates. The second
stage is the transmitter, which transforms, or encodes, the original message into a form
suitable for transmission. The encoded message is then sent over the communication
channel. During its way through the channel, the message may be affected by errors. In
other words, the channel is plagued by noise. And noise is everywhere: it is in space,
where magnetic storms can disturb a signal; inside electronic equipment, where spurious
currents can corrupt data; within an optical fiber, where energy losses degrade the light
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transmitted. When the encoded message leaves the channel, it reaches the receiver, which
performs the inverse operation of the transmitter; that is, it decodes the message and
delivers it to the final stage: the destination.
Now you may be asking why is this important? Well, for one, no information can
be communicated from one party to another without being coded. That being said, the
way we digitally represent sound causes there to be an inherent loss in certain features
from a live sound instance or an instance of live sound. As we will see soon, sound is a
powerful object. If our representation of it is ‘lacking’, we have the power to
misrepresent sound and literally to destroy its power to accurately reinforce the world
around us.

How One Listens
Michael Chion, a well known sound scholar, defined three modes of listening:
casual, semantic, and reduced (Chion 26). However, Chion doesn’t claim that these three
are distinct. After all, how would one separate an aural experience into three realms?
Casual listening describes the act of listening to a sound in order to gather information
about its cause. Semantic listening is the interpretation of a code or message as in the act
of communication through language. Reduced listening is a mode in which one focuses
on the traits of the sound itself, independent of its cause and meaning. This is perhaps the
most abstract of the three modes, bringing forth questions such as: “What does it mean
for a sound to be squeaky?” This is where perception plays a large role. Every individual
hears something different and in fact, the perceived sound is forever unknowable. But
perception is not a purely individual phenomenon, since it involves a certain amount of
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objectivity. Chion pegs it as objectivity-born-of-intersubjectivity: objectivity to the extent
that we are social beings and so through our shared experience we come to objectivity.
The so-called acousmatic dimension, as defined by Pierre Schaeffer, refers to the
situation wherein one hears the sound without seeing its cause (Chion 31). This is an
extremely important dimension of sound. What we often don’t consciously realize is that
sonic textures, masses, and velocities are constantly present. The aural essence of life is
omnipresent and omnidirectional. With a blink of an eye, you can instantly control your
presence in the visual environment. With sound, there is no such control. Acousmatic
sound draws our attention to sound traits normally hidden from us by the simultaneous
sight of the causes, hidden because this sight reinforces the perception of certain elements
of the sounds and obscures others. In fact, Chion points out the rather stunning lack of
aural training in our culture. This “imposed-to-hear” makes it exceedingly difficult for us
to select or cut things out.

Atmospheric Sound
Sanglid, in his essay “Virtual Space and Atmosphere”, also argues that there are
specific qualities that make sounds more atmospheric rather than featured (Sanglid 165).
Textural sonic webs; sustained sounds that float and perhaps change gradually;
significant use of reverb; soft and blurred sound that has no clear borders or sharp edges these types of sound work primarily as aesthetic agents. The virtual spaces of music are
arranged as a collage of elements. In somewhat direct conflict with Chion, Sanglid claims
that reduced listening in such an environment is nearly impossible because our sensory
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functions immediately try to identify what produced the sound and where it was located.
The human ear is drawn to sounds that surprise us; they are impossible to ignore.
Music has the power to endow an atmosphere with particular qualities. Sanglid
claims that it can do this only insofar as it possesses those qualities within its own virtual
space. He defines the virtual space as the relative spatial organization and the spatial
qualities of the sounds as they are produced on a musical track. Atmosphere on the other
hand is defined as an indefinite, spatially outpoured quality of emotion.

Sound as Rhetoric
In 1966, rhetorician Lloyd Bitzer presented a paper at Cornell University titled
“The Rhetorical Situation”. Since then, his ideas have become the basis for a new wave
of rhetorical theory. He theorized that any form of rhetoric, whether it be speech, film,
comic, etc., was called forth by the existence of a so-called rhetorical situation. He
defined this rhetorical situation as having three main components: audience, constraints,
and exigence. The audience is simply that, the group of people calling for the rhetoric.4
Constraints are those elements that restrict how rhetoric can be used. The exigence refers
to the very urgency or obstacle waiting for something to be done.
Most often when we think of rhetoric, we think of speeches or written text5 that
endeavor to persuade. I argue that sound (and noise6 for that matter) too can be
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!Rhetorical theory has since been expanded to include audience personas meaning that
audience not only includes those calling for the rhetoric but also those who do not wish
for it.!
5
This is an assumption to some extent, however, I think it is fair to argue that when
people think of rhetoric, they think of a speech (e.g. JFK’s Inaugural Address, etc.)
6
We have yet to formally define sound or noise, but we will wait until our later
discussion of soundscapes to formalize our terminology.
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interpreted as a form of rhetoric. Sound can be used to address a rhetorical situation. As
we have noted before, there are no eyelids for sound. Sound always has an audience,
there is no way of turning it “off.”7 Sound is always constrained by the medium8 by
means of which it travels and the familiarity of its audience with its facets. When humans
hear a sound, our attention is immediately drawn to it. The sound itself provides
motivation for investigation−exigence.
Sound is a form of rhetoric, one that we are constantly exposed to everyday of our
lives. That means that all that remains for it to be classified as rhetoric is that it exists to
persuade the listener. When you watch a hammer hit a nail, do you not preemptively
think about the sound that approaches? Now consider hearing the same noise without the
visual feedback, that is, you do not see the hammer hit the nail. It is entirely possible that
the sound you have heard is not that of a hammer hitting a nail. Think about Foley
artistry. It is a whole field bent on the purpose of deceiving human ears - to create a
fanciful interpretation of each sound. They create sounds to persuade the listener that they
are hearing one thing when they are actually hearing another.

Can Sound Lie?
If we are to interpret sound as rhetoric, what might that mean? Would that mean
that sound is as powerful, as meaningful as vision or speech? If that is indeed the case,

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
I have a feeling that this is where many would raise the “if a tree falls in a forest and no
one is around does it make a sound?” question. I argue that by using the word sound we
are implying that it is heard.
8
Note that the medium in which a sound travels affects how the sound is heard. For
example, imagine hearing your favorite pop song being played underwater.
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how can we test the veracity of sound?9 Over the years, we have been trained to identify
optical illusions. Over and over again, we are shown these fascinating eye trickeries. In
fact we see them so often that we can now identify such illusions with relative ease. For
example, I’m sure you have seen one of, if not both, of the optical illusions below:

Figures 1.4 and 1.5. Do you see a vase? How many legs does the elephant have?
(Hurwitz 2015).
Oftentimes, when you have seen an illusion such as these, you can “never see it the same
way again.” And of course, these illusions regularly make their way into pop culture.
Recall the “what color is this dress?” conundrum:

Figure 1.6. What color do you see (Hurwitz 2015)?
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!Although persuasion does not necesarilly require truth, having an argument grounded in
“obvious” truth allows rhetoric to be more powerful.!
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Over the course of only a few weeks, this image became an internet sensation. For those
who have not yet seen the image, consider the dress on the left. What color would people
say the dress is? Many people claimed that they saw black and blue. Now, take a look at
the dress on the right. That is what the dress looks like in natural light−white and gold.
This is yet another demonstration of how our eyes can ‘lie’ to us. The photo of the “blue
and black” dress was simply a trick of light, causing the camera to capture an image with
inverted color balance.
With the proliferation of video sharing, a new class of what I term motion
illusions has appeared. By motion illusions I do not mean the classic examples:

Figures 1.7 and 1.8. Two classic examples of illusions of motion (Hurwitz 2015).
The left figure features the illusion of motion known as a static color shift. The right
figure exhibits the phenomenon known as time dilation. Ever seen the rims of a car seem
to rotate backwards?
Instead, what I am referring to are motion illusions based on drawing the mind’s
attention away from the thing you are trying to hide - in essence, how to hide things in
plain sight. Consider two well-produced video shorts, The Invisible Gorilla and
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Whodunnit?10 In both cases, the experiment conceals changes in the scene by making
your mind focus on everything but the things that are changing. Sure, we have been
trained to recognize optical illusions, but the mind is easily fooled by attenuating its
attention span.
Now consider the idea of a rhetorical illusion, an idea created solely for the
purpose of being persuasive. In fact, some might argue that this has become the de facto
standard for politicians. I argue that although we often are able to identify these illusions,
that we are not able to identify them with any strict certainty. Without extensive
background knowledge or research, how could a layperson identify a politician’s claims
as unsubstantiated? The entire premise of rhetoric is to persuade the audience to a cause.
In effect, the role of a rhetor is to create an illusion worthy of the audience’s attention.
Once that is achieved, the rhetor suddenly has control of an entire world in which he or
she can augment the environment such that each and every point he or she makes is
salient.
That being said, if sound can really be interpreted as a rhetorical form, surely it
too has the power to obfuscate and conceal true meaning – the power to create illusion. If
sound can create illusions as well, then listeners should be wary of using sound to gain
knowledge of the world. But of course there are many examples of aural illusions.11 One
such aural illusion is the McGurk effect, a perceptual phenomenon that demonstrates an
interaction between hearing and vision in speech perception. The illusion occurs when
the auditory component of one sound is paired with the visual component of another
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10
I highly recommend watching these at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJG698U2Mvo and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubNF9QNEQLA respectively.
11
See Appendix A for a compact disc and track recording with these recordings.
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sound, leading to the perception of a third sound. The visual information a person gets
from seeing a person speak changes the way they hear the sound. If a person is getting
poor quality auditory information but good quality visual information, they may be more
likely to experience the McGurk effect. Interestingly enough, people who often watch
dubbed movies are not susceptible to the McGurk effect because they have, to some
extent, learned to ignore the information they are getting from the mouths of the
"speakers"12.
The tritone paradox is another aural illusion in which a sequentially played pair of
Shepard tones, named for cognitive scientist Roger Shepard, separated by an interval of a
tritone, or half octave, is heard as ascending by some people and as descending by others.
Different populations tend to favor one of a limited set of different spots around the
chromatic circle as central to the set of "higher" tones. Each Shepard tone consists of a set
of octave related sounds, whose amplitudes are scaled by a fixed bell shaped spectral
envelope based on a log frequency scale. For example, one tone might consist of a sound
at 440 Hz, accompanied by a sound at the higher octaves (880 Hz, 1760 Hz, etc.) and
lower octaves (220 Hz, 110 Hz, etc.). The other tone might consist of a 311 Hz sound,
again accompanied by higher and lower octaves (622 Hz, 155.5 Hz, etc.). Diana Deutsch
later found that perception of which tone was higher depended on the absolute
frequencies involved: an individual will usually find the same tone to be higher, and this
is determined by the tones' absolute pitches (Sterne 140).
The ear and the mind can be tricked into misinterpreting signals. However, I
argue that perhaps more frightening is the power of emulating “real” sound digitally to
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12
It is interesting here that language (speech) itself is privileged over the very sound
itself.
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purposefully confuse a user. Take for example the recent scandal over engine noise. For
years, the steady roar of an internal combustion engine has been a staple in the American
car industry. As engine technology has advanced, engines have become quieter and more
efficient, causing engine noise to decrease exponentially. What many companies have
found is that this lack of noise actually causes car owners to change their car purchases
from quieter vehicles to vehicles that produce more engine noise, the more familiar
option. Their solution: add digitally reproduced engine noise to the quieter engines to
make them more familiar. Auto manufacturers including BMW, Volkswagen, Toyota,
Porsche and Ford are all in on the deception, working hard to make sure the synthesized
versions truly sound like the louder car engines. In fact, Ford even surveyed Mustang
owners as to which digitally reinforced engine noises they preferred (Wright 2015).
Engine noise, something that was one would think would be considered an annoyance has
suddenly become a topic of great debate.13 14
This is a perfect example of using digital sound to deceive a listener. We take
sound for granted. We assume it is always present, assume it is always an accurate
representation of the world around us. But how can we make these assumptions if sound
clearly has the power to misrepresent our environment?

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13
In fact, many states now have laws addressing the amount of noise a car engine must
make in order to insure that blind pedestrians can hear approaching vehicles (Wright
2015).
14
Another fascinating question: Can sound be patented or trade marked? Harley
Davidson has, in fact, trademarked the engine noise from their classic motorcycle line.
This, however, would seem to be a topic of discussion left for another time.
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Chapter 2: Soundscapes

The word soundscape isn’t one that we think of often. We frequently talk of landscapes,
of vast swaths of land with many different types of features: topology, altitude,
roughness, greenness, etc. In fact, every year, surely billions of photos of landscapes are
taken. But these photos fail to capture a part of the very essence of what makes a
landscape unique: the sounds that inhabit and populate it. We use the term soundscape to
refer to this oft-ignored part of any place. It is the synthesis of every aural component an
area has to offer.
Think for a moment of the voices of the sea: what Proust called “the plaintive
ancestress of the earth pursuing, as in the days when no living creature existed, its lunatic
immemorial agitation” (Proust 349). Think of the constant gurgle of the water. Think of
the crashing of the waves. Think of the howl of the wind. This is a soundscape at its
finest. Take a moment to reflect on the photograph below.

Figure 2.1. A photograph of a wave crashing against a shore (Wave 2014).
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Does it not immediately evoke the sounds of the ocean? Do those sounds bring any other
associative memories out of hiding from the depths of your mind? The soundscape of the
ocean is a powerful one that waxes and wanes with the tides but that always circles –
never forgotten, always present.

Terminology
Now in order to talk about soundscapes themselves or the constituents thereof, we
need a specialized terminology. First we begin with a classic debate: sound versus noise.
For the purposes of this analysis, we will leave the definition of sound rather ambiguous
and instead provide multiple definitions of noise. Noise is:
1)! Unwanted sound. As given by the Oxford English Dictionary as early as 1225.
2)! Unmusical sound. In the 19th century, physicist Hermann Helmholtz employed the
expression noise to describe sound composed of nonperiodic vibrations, by
comparison with musical sounds, which consist of periodic vibrations.1
3)! Any loud sound. Often found in usage today.2
4)! Disturbance in a signaling system. Like we discussed in the previous chapter, in
electronics and engineering noise represents components of a transmission that
are not part of the signal being sent.3
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
1
This is now commonly referred to as Gaussian or white noise.
2
For a long period of history, humanity associated extremely loud noises with
apocalyptic events. The loudest noise heard on this earth within living memory was the
explosion of the caldera Krakatoa in Indonesia on August 26 and 27, 1883. The actual
explosion was heard as far away as the island of Rodriguez, a distance of nearly 45,000
kilometers. We encounter deliberate attempts to reproduce the apocalyptic noise
throughout the history of warfare, from the clashing of shields and the eating of drums in
ancient times right up to the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atom bombs of the Second World
War.
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Now instead of having a soundscape made up of sounds, we will use the more official
term sound object. Originally introduced by Pierre Schaeffer, it is an acoustical object for
human perception and not a mathematical or electro-acoustical object for synthesis. The
sound object is defined rather by the human ear as the smallest contained particle of a
soundscape. Consequently, a sound event is also defined by the human ear, but unlike the
sound object is a symbolic, semantic, or structural object for study, and is therefore a
nonabstractable point of reference related to a whole of greater magnitude than itself
(Schaeffer 136).
There are many times when more than one sound is heard. We call the unique event,
the specific, the solo, a gesture. On the other hand, we call the generalized aggregate or
mottled effect the texture.4 In addition, we label very important sounds, ones that
characterize specific parts of a soundscape, as a soundmark, the parallel of a landmark.
Another specific sound we label is one that goes unnoticed quite often. Keynote sounds
are those which are heard by a particular society continuously or frequently enough to
form a background against which other sounds are perceived. Think of the sound of the
sea as heard by a community living on the coast. These sounds are not necessarily
consciously perceived, but they act as conditioning agents in the perception of other
sound signals.
The final terms we will discuss are low fidelity and high fidelity. These terms are
more common in everyday speech, however, here we will use them to label specific types
of soundscapes. High fidelity or hi-fi simply refers to having a favorable signal-to-noise
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
3
As we discussed earlier, think about this like static on a TV during a thunderstorm.
4
Take note of the use of adjectives usually reserved for visual descriptions to describe
sound. Is this not a perfect example of the status of sound in the sensory pyramid?
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ratio. Therefore, a hi-fi environment is one in which sounds may be heard clearly without
crowding or masking. Lo-fi, on the other hand, refers to an environment with a low
signal-to-noise ratio where signals are overcrowded, resulting in masking or lack of
clarity.

Environmental Aspects of Sound
No matter where you go, there are sound objects. Whether they be natural or
unnatural, there is sound, however faint. In fact, we take special notice of silence because
it is not normal. Consider the chirp and song of a bird or the rustling of a squirrel in the
leaves. Consider the creaking of a tree in the wind or the howl of that same wind over an
empty landscape. Consider the millions of drops in a torrential down pour or the distinct
ping of frozen rain and sleet. Nature is filled with sound makers and sound makers fill
nature with sound. But the sound makers also change the sound. Animate sound makers
change the soundscape in a dynamic way. They exhibit phenomena like the Doppler
effect. Inanimate objects on the other hand provide different surfaces for sound to interact
with. Depending on the physical properties of the surface, they could act like a mirror
reflecting that sound on varying angles or like a sponge, soaking up certain frequencies
and changing the very thingness of the sound.
Now consider the effect of time on a soundscape. A soundscape distinctly shifts
from the day to the night. If you were to step outside at twelve noon, you would
experience an aural environment completely different than if you were to step outside at
twelve midnight. Activity at night tends to be less active – less frantic. To make a
generalized statement, night tends to be hi-fi while day is lo-fi. Noises become much
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more striking at night, much more identifiable. It is easy to isolate sounds at night
because they are often surrounded by silence. Not only that, but vision is suddenly
shrouded by darkness. Suddenly, vision loses its power and the mind turns to other
senses, like hearing, to compensate. However this same silence is what causes these
sounds to unnerve us. They are unexpected. The surprise is what causes the fear. In the
daytime, a loud piercing noise is still distracting, but does not instill the same fear.
Humanity is inherently afraid of the dark. The soundscape of the dark is silent.
But day and night are not the only environmental aspects that affect soundscapes.
Consider the effects of weather and of seasons. A snowy landscape sounds much
different than a grassy one in the spring. Snow absorbs sound and creates a quiet winter
environment. Of course, in the winter animal and human activity becomes quieter
anyway, but the snow takes the sound and creates an environment focused on the lack of
sound.

Enter Humanity, Industry, and the Lo-Fi Soundscape
The lo-fi soundscape was introduced by the Industrial Revolution and was
extended by the Electric Revolution that followed it. The lo-fi soundscape originates with
sound congestion. The Industrial Revolution introduced a multitude of new sound objects
with unhappy consequences for many of the natural and human sounds which they tended
to obscure; and this development was extended into a second phase when the Electric
Revolution added new effects of its own and introduced devices for packaging sounds
and transmitting them schizophonically across time and space to live amplified or
multiplied existences.
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Then with the development of rail travel (and then air travel), humanity had a way
to extend its sound-making powers. The roar of a passing train and its shrill whistle
became part of culture. The quintessential steam engine whistle has become a soundmark
of the 19th and 20th century travel. Not only that, but suddenly the reach of the noises of
humanity had no bounds. After the electric revolution, humanity taught itself to deal with
the hum of electricity.
Electricity is intrinsically harmonic. Next time you are near a high voltage
electricity wire, take a moment and listen. You will hear an audible pitch−one, it turns
out, that changes with the voltage of the current running through the wire. Over time,
electricity became a keynote sound. We’ve become used to hearing the hum of a
computer fan, the hum of florescent lights, the hum of an air conditioner. We have
learned to ignore the dull roar of a nearby interstate; these constant, flat line keynote
sounds have become part of our lives. However, they are not natural. Nature is inherently
random, with spikes of sound rather than a constant signal. Today the world abounds with
an overpopulation of sounds. There is so much acoustic information that little of it can
emerge with clarity. In the ultimate lo-fi soundscape the signal-to-noise ratio is one-toone and it is no longer possible to know what, if anything, is to be listened to. Humanity
has created a new soundscape and we have adapted to it. We have permanently affected
the way the world speaks and listens.

Music in the Soundscape
As a musician, my ear is naturally drawn to any music, no matter the location. In
fact, I would say that most humans immediately pick up on rhythmic, melodic, and
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harmonic patterns as soon as they are within earshot. We are immediately drawn to
sources of human made sound, hence the beginnings of street music centuries ago.
Interestingly enough, street music’s beginnings are rather pejorative. In fact, street
“musicians” tended to be untalented, untrained performers who were in fact known as
nuisances in many communities. Serious musicians were disgusted by the mere idea of
performing outside the concert hall, believing it lowered their craft to an unacceptable
level. In fact, many performers were more or less “bought off”; people would pay the
street performers to stop performing because they were so bad (Schaefer 89).
But there is not a unidirectional relationship between music and soundscapes.
Certainly music adds to a soundscape but many believe that musical composition is
simply a way of creating virtual soundscapes. In fact, some musicologists claim that
music was invented as a way of recreating the soundscapes of nature. These people then
classify compositions into two main groups: pragmatic and absolute. In absolute music
composers are said to fashion ideal soundscapes of the mind. Pragmatic music imitates
the environment, and, as the name indicates, can be paraphrased verbally in a concert
program (Wright 19). As you can see, soundscapes can be in music and music can be in
soundscapes.
In addition, the sounds of nature have had a great deal of influence on music. In
fact, the concert hall became a substitute of sorts for outdoor life. Located mostly in
cities, the concert hall provided a portal to the pure nature left behind. Eighteenth
century composers like Vivaldi, Handel, and Haydn populated their soundscapes with
birds, animals, and pastoral people. Birdsong is featured by flutes and piccolos, often
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suggesting delicacy.5 Hunting horns make their appearance as grand entrances in works
like Haydn’s Creation.6 The hunting horn was capable of moving the audience beyond
the local fields to the wilderness. The soloistic flute and horn served as reflections on the
pastoral soundscape. The orchestra on the other hand reflects on the thicker densities of
city life. Orchestra sizes grew until the 19th century, becoming polynoise sound machines
(Schaefer 90).
The development of the Alberti bass of the eighteenth century in fact originated
from galloping horses. It is a perfect example of environmental influence on art. Consider
for a moment, two composers, one living in the 18th century and the other living in our
own. The former travels everywhere in a carriage. He cannot get horses’ hooves off his
brain; the latter travels everywhere in his sports car. His music is remarkable for its
drones, clusters, and whirring effects.
Finally, some believe that railroads had an important influence on the
development of jazz. Howard Broomfield claims blue notes (slides from major to minor
thirds and sevenths) can be heard in the wail of old steam whistles (Schaefer 117).
Similarly, the click clack of the train over the tracks seems to be the swing rhythm that
jazz is based in. This is all to say that music is a part of any soundscape while at the same
time creating its very own. It is the content and intent of that music that manifests itself in
the mind of the listener.

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
5
For an example listen to Janequin’s Le Chant des Oiseaux.
6
The lyrics, in fact, directly confirm the horn’s effect: “the clamorous noise that through
the wood is ringing! The shrilling of horns resounds! …now speeds the fear-rous’d stag:
they follow, the pack and the hunters too.”
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Music and Labor
Repetitive sound had become associated with work, with labor. Mills had been
powered by water wheels since Rome in the first century BCE. According to Thomas
Hardy, life was never without the “patter” of the big wheel. In the wee hours of the
morning you would hear the summoning blast of the mill whistle (Schaeffer 57). Half an
hour later would commence the indefatigable murmur and rustle, the accustomed dull,
but powerful din of labor. Another sound that continued all day within earshot of most of
the residents of the early town was the blacksmith. The sounds could not have been more
distinct if they had been dropped down a deep well and recreated. As R. Murray Schaefer
describes in his book:
It is impossible to realize how diversified were the sounds of the blacksmith
without a visit to an active forge. No museum anvil can suggest the sound, for
each type of work had its own meters and accents. While on a recording
expedition in Europe, we were fortunate in persuading an old Swabian blacksmith
and his assistant to fire up their abandoned forge and to demonstrate the
techniques. Shaping scythes consisted of a rapid series of taps, followed by slight
pauses for inspection. By comparison the shaping of horseshoes called for the
assistant to strike the metal with mighty sledgehammer beats while the smith,
with little hammer for shaping, struck the metal off the beat (Schaeffer 107).

Figure 2.2. Murray’s notation of a blacksmithing rhythm (Schaeffer 93).
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When the smith wanted more flattening he would tap the side of the anvil with two rapid
flourishes:

Figure 2.3. Schaeffer’s notation of a secondary blacksmithing rhythm (Schaeffer 93).
Murray recalls how deftly the smith would move in and out fashioning the metal between
the powerful steady blows of the assistant. In fact, they measured the sound at over 100
decibels and residents on the outskirts of the village testified that they used to be able to
hear the hammering, which began at dawn and would continue during the harvest season
late into the night. Up to the time of the Industrial Revolution, the sound of the
blacksmith’s hammer was probably the loudest sound a solo human hand ever produced–
a brilliant tintinnabulation.
This is a perfect example of what it means to have sound define a task. Music and
sound and noise all combine to represent this form of labor. Any representation is
incomplete if it does not have all of these elements. This sound captures the coordination,
the strength, the energy, the success, all in a series of taps, in a series of noises turned into
sound turned into music.
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Chapter 3: Critical Interactives
The study of games enriches our understanding of how deep-seated sociocultural patterns
are reflected in norms of participation, play, and communication. The growth in digital
media and expanding cultural significance of games constitutes both an opportunity and
responsibility for the design community to reflect on the values that are expressed in
games. Games have truly emerged as one of the major media paradigms of the twentyfirst century.
Games, as typically understood, establish a set of rules that govern play (Walker
18). When these rules are applied to an electronic medium and a system is set in place to
create a digital game space, then one has a video game. The notion of persuasive games,
offers a useful, albeit narrower, perspective of what a game might accomplish. As Bogost
explains in Persuasive Games: The Expressive Power of Videogames, the mechanics of a
game can be designed to make arguments; they can function persuasively (Bogost 2007).
That is, software has rhetorical potential. Critical interactives mobilize this potential to
elicit empathic awareness, i.e., an intellectual sensitivity.
In the world of video games, gameplay mechanics determine the genre. Unlike
movies or text where plot structure, character, and framing serve to define type (e.g
action film, documentary, etc.), video games are categorized by their gameplay
mechanics (i.e., first-person, platformer, puzzler, action-adventure, etc.). These
mechanics not only establish the play space, but also determine what a game’s message is
as well as how it conveys it. Typical video games—those adhering to industry
standards—do not usually intend to impart messages explicitly. Rather, they aim to
provide “fun”. Games that provide engagement instead of just “fun” embrace one of the
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major concepts behind creating meaningful experiences and for constructing more serious
games (Flanagan and Nissenbaum 23). These games have the power to shape work,
learning, health care, and more.
The distinctive effect that games have may be due to their immersive character:
players actively control and identify with playable characters, and their actions typically
shape situations within the game experience. They provide true agency in complex digital
playspaces (Flanagan 47). The importance of context−that the location/state of being of a
user can provide the setting for the technology−and interactivity provides the spark
needed to engage the user in a performative manner. Of course, not every game exists to
be a performative way of engaging a player in social reform or learning. These games are
often referred to as serious games.1 In fact, according to Cooley and Buell, there exists an
even more specific type of “game” that creates a play space aiming for social reform.
This is what they have termed a critical interactive.
While serious games appear to have some overlap with critical interactives, a
critical interactive frames its content differently. Critical interactives strive “to impart
knowledge, build awareness, and provoke thinking and raise questions” (Walker 33). It is
important to understand that terminology is central to framing what a critical interactive
is. A critical interactive is not a “game”. The term “game” suggests fun. In this light, even
“serious games” proves troubling. “Critical interactives”, as a term, intends to underscore

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
Clark Abt coined the term “serious games” in his book Serious Games, in which he
outlines what he considers to be a serious game. Abt asserts that serious games require
“an explicit and carefully thought-out educational purpose and are not intended to be
played primarily for amusement”.
"
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a different kind of engagement. It means engaging participants in ludic interaction with
socially and politically sensitive, indeed controversial, subject matter. Some topics are
difficult to discuss, such as the history of slavery or racism in schools, and creating a
“game” based on real world enslaved people is not acceptable. This however does not
mean that gamic methods, including procedural rhetoric−software artifacts that interact
with their participants to carry a message of perhaps a sensitive nature−cannot be used; it
just means that it is important not to create a “game”.
Critical interactives are designed to harness the voluntary, reality-bending
excitement of discovery as afforded by play, but to do so in the context of rules that
mobilize procedural rhetoric to instantiate critical awareness. Critical interactives are not
just about improving lives through code or education; rather, they establish a
methodology for generating more aesthetic and reflective interactive experiences. Those
who interact with a critical interactive are invited to become active participants in an
ongoing conversation about the particular subject matter and content presented through
the interactive. Using the medium’s strengths−computer software and code−mobile
devices such as phones and tablets (although computers might also serve as critical
interactive interfaces), one might present socially, politically, and/or philosophically
charged ideas and elicit questions in a ludic fashion through interactivity.
Critical interactives are starting to gain traction in the digital learning field. That
being said, pick up any text on critical play and you will see no mention of soundscapes
or aural environments.2 Instead, you will find an understandable focus on graphics,
layout, and designs. In Flanagan’s Values at Play, a discussion of aural environments is
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
2
See Tompkins 2014, Walker 2014, Flanagan 2013, Flanagan 2014, etc..
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reduced to one sentence (Flanagan and Nissenbaum 3). In Drucker’s Graphesis, sound is
mentioned a grand total of three times (Drucker 2014). These texts imply a disturbing
trend in interface design: sound is not important. The reader should take note that in
Chapter 1, sound imwas clearly a rhetorical form, one capable of both enforcing and
misrepresenting the world around us.
We tend to think of an interface as the screen display, a portal into the online
world with menu bars, buttons, and icons to manipulate. As a result, we ignore its
graphicality, its constructedness, the very features that support its operation and make it
work. We look at the interface as a thing, a representation of computational processes that
make it convenient for us to interact with what is "really" happening. But the interface is
a mediating structure that supports behaviors and tasks. Graphics are not the only
mediating structure we encounter in a user experience. Although you may be more
consciously aware of the visual aspect, the aural aspect also changes the way you interact
with an interface.
Ekman’s introduction to the text Throughout brings to the forefront an interesting
question: “have we truly entered pervasive computing age?” (Ekman 3) He advocates the
idea of a mixed reality, one where we take technological noise (stimulation from not only
aural but other senses as well) for granted - an accepted part of everyday life. In addition,
he points out the curious juxtaposition between the idea of seamless integration of an
ambient soundscape (e.g. an OS starting up or a microwave turning on) and the idea of
interactive auditory environments (e.g. Very Nervous System) (Rokeby n.p.). Sound has
been an afterthought in designing a critical interactive. Given that sound itself is not only
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a form of rhetoric but can also be misinterpreted, should we not treat it with just as much
importance as we do graphics?
Sound should tell its own part of the story while simultaneously accenting the
visual and historical design. It might be interesting to make note of the fact that often
times, mixed reality is referred to as “in three-dimensions” (Bull 152). I think this is a
complete misnomer. Our senses of observation are so much more powerful than simply
three dimensions. Think about haptic, aural, gustatory, etc. Visual observation is just a
small sampling of what we encounter in the “real” world. Sound is often described as
“being noticed without being seen” (Chion 25). Why should it not also be a focal point of
our experiences?
I propose that we modify the design process Mary Flanagan created for designing
digital playgrounds for critical play in order to create a process for designing a
soundscape for that same digital playground. Flanagan claims these core premises: (1)
there are common (not necessarily universal) values; (2) artifacts may embody ethical
and political values; and (3) steps taken in design and development have the power to
affect the nature of these values (Flanagan and Nissenbaum 33). With this in mind, she
set forth a design cycle, not dissimilar to the one of a typical game, to systematically
create a play experience set around a core set of values. Flanagan’s cycle is fairly simple:
Step 1. Review requirements and set values requirements
Step 2. Analysis and design with values in the foreground
Step 3. Implementation that embeds values
Step 4. Verification and evaluation
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This process is meant to center the design of a game around the message and values it
wishes to convey. These same values are ones that need to be portrayed by a soundscape.
In order to present a mixed reality, centered upon a core idea or set of values, a sound
designer must use a process correlated to the one used to design the critical interactive
itself.
1.! Explore the critical interactive
2.! Understand the story being told
3.! Describe the aural environment
4.! Identify soundmarks and textures
5.! Implement your environment
Many of these steps explain themselves. Explore the critical interactive simply
encompasses the part of the process where the sound designer must literally ‘play’ for
themselves. It is impossible to design for an audience and a medium that you do not
understand. Through exploring the critical interactive, you experience what the authors of
have attempted to make you experience. With these experiences in mind, you can move
on to understanding the story being told. This is where the sound designer has to
understand the very values at play in the critical interactive. Flanagan suggests that this
requires not only understanding the story the critical interactive is presenting, but also
understanding the historical and social contexts surrounding the story (Flanagan and
Nissenbaum 11).
Only then can you begin to actually describe the aural environment that should be
represented. Here is where the designer takes the story and beings to imagine an aural
environment for it. This could involve intensive research into what kind of sounds were
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common to the time, location, etc. In addition, it must also include a discussion of the
themes the soundscape will be responsible for conveying. After this discussion, you must
revisit your description and identify not only the principle components or, as we call them
keynote sounds, but also how these keynote sounds will be blended together to create the
various textures in your soundscape. Finally, you must implement that aural environment,
taking great care to create an experience that both reinforces the interactions that the
visual content provides as well as creating interactions of its own.
In her book Graphesis, Joanna Drucker shows that visual diagrams of dynamic
events or processes are also generative, but they often display processes rather than
products (Drucker 2014). They use dynamic elements, such as vectors, or directed graph
lines, direction, flow, movement, and rates of change as components whose spatial order
creates a graphical field. A diagrammatic event is a means of provoking and sustaining
processes that are in flux, unfinished, open-ended, complex or probabilistic. Diagrams of
dynamic processes are different from knowledge generators. They are not meant to
produce an outcome that can be repeated, or guaranteed by the careful observation of
rules as in calculating scale changes with a ruler or adding a sum of numbers. Is sound
not simply a diagram of a dynamic process? You cannot remove the temporal aspect of
sound. Sound is meant to be consumed live−interpreted, reinterpreted, and interpreted
again.
It is with this idea in mind that we now consider designing a soundscape for a
critical interactive, one that embodies the idea of “being noticed without being seen”
while at the same time bringing to light a forgotten history.

!
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Chapter 4: Ghosts of the Horseshoe
In front of the Historic Horseshoe at the University of South Carolina there stands a
plaque commemorating the sesquicentennial of Columbia, South Carolina in 1938. The
text is below:
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA CHARTERED 1801 AS THE S. C.
COLLEGE. OPENED JANUARY 10, 1805. ENTIRE STUDENT BODY
VOLUNTEERED FOR CONFEDERATE SERVICE 1861. SOLDIERS’ HOSPITAL
1862-65. CHARTERED AS U. OF S. C. 1865. RADICAL CONTROL 1873-77.
CLOSED 1877-80. COLLEGE OF AGRICUL- TURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 188082. S. C. COLLEGE 1882-87. U. OF S. C. 1887-90. S. C. COLLEGE 1890-1905. U. OF
S. C. 1906. FAITHFUL INDEX TO THE AMBITIONS AND FORTUNES OF THE
STATE.
The plaque is meant to serve as a reminder of the legacy of the university and its
connection to the larger history of the south and the nation. Reading closely, and with
some assumed context, a reader may notice the somewhat expected antebellum political
leanings of the student body. A reader might also notice that the university, which was
founded as South Carolina College, underwent several name changes, ending at its
current name, the University of South Carolina. However, perhaps what is most
intriguing is a statement in the middle, easily glossed over:
radical control, 1873-1877.
As Cooley, Buell, and Walker put it: “To what does ‘radical control’ refer? Who
or what would have been considered ‘radical’ – under what circumstances? And why the
subsequent closure of the university?” (Cooley, Buell, and Walker 48) As a student at the

!
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university, I can tell you that this plaque goes unnoticed by many. In addition, those who
know of its existence often have no idea what it says. Even fewer have actually read the
text of the plaque and noticed this seemingly out of place phrase. The challenge for those
who would present a complete history of the university becomes this: how to draw
attention to the ghosts whose reference lurks in the text of the sesquicentennial plaque?
How best to make visible the unacknowledged history of enslaved labor that made
possible the site known as the historic Horseshoe?
Ghosts of the Horseshoe is a mobile critical interactive application meant to bring
to light the seemingly misplaced history of the enslaved labor that built the historic
Horseshoe, now the heart of the University of South Carolina (Walker et al n.p.). Using
ludic methods borrowed from the world of games, Ghosts utilizes GPS, Augmented
Reality, and digital media to create a newly interactive reality. This new reality allows the
interactant to begin to question the origins of what is otherwise a scenic area at the center
of USC’s campus. Ghosts focuses on three main themes of historical awareness: (1)
human ghosts (e.g. un/named enslaved persons), (2) architectural ghosts (e.g. buildings
that have since been destroyed), and (3) the historic wall surrounding the original portion
of the Horseshoe.
The main interface of Ghosts is a recreation of an 1884 Sanborn fire insurance
map of the then South Carolina College campus. The interactant’s location is indicated by
a compass rose symbol, that updates in real time to track the user’s geo-locative progress
around the Horseshoe. As the interactant explores, he/she begins to see fingerprint1 icons

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
The Fingerprint icon was chosen as a very personal (but seemingly impersonal) way of
representing content. In addition, because the bricks of the Horseshoe wall were made by
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populate the map. As the interactant gets closer and closer to a fingerprint, it becomes
more and more visible, eventually triggering the opening of a content point. A content
point opens into textual, aural, and visual information pertinent to your current location,
whether it be a particular building or a particular person.
For example, for one content point, interactants listen to the voice of “Henry”, a
real enslaved figure whose history is partially known, as he details his life as a slave of
owned by South Carolina College – his purchase, his escape, his capture, and his
subsequent sale (Walker 72). In other instances, interactants confront digitized historical
documents indicating the cost of “hiring” an enslaved person, whose identity might be
indicated by a name or by category (e.g., “washer-woman”). And in other instances, a
historic photograph of an outbuilding (i.e., slave quarters) appears in the landscape where
it would have existed (had it not been torn down) overtop the device’s real time camera
view.
Ghosts of the Horseshoe endeavors to encourage a shift in attitude with respect to
the historic Horseshoe, its relation to the University of South Carolina, and the
institutional and socio-cultural politics that are responsible for what exists as a
surprisingly intact “landscape of slavery” (Cooley, Buell, Walker 48). Its approach is
subtle and avoids direct accusation. Ghosts is not interested in leveraging claims against
the past or the current institution that benefits from what the past has made possible.
Instead, it means to underscore convenient omissions or revisionist interpretations of a
history that remains unacknowledged. For example, as one nears the sesquicentennial
plaque, Ghosts signals that new content is available via the Augmented Reality
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
hand, many of them still have the fingerprints of the slaves that molded them imprinted
upon them.
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functionality. When an interactant raises the iPad and focuses the camera on the physical
plaque, an overlay appears onscreen and supplants the plaque in real time. Now the
interactant reads:
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA CHARTERED 1801 AS THE S. C.
COLLEGE. ENSLAVED LABOR RESPONSIBLE FOR CONSTRUCTION ON AND
MAINTENANCE OF CAMPUS 1801-1965. OPENED JANUARY 10, 1805. FIRST
MAJORITY AFRICAN- AMERICAN PUBLIC COLLEGE 1873-77. CLOSED 187780. COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 1880-82. S. C.
COLLEGE 1882-87. U. OF S. C. 1887-90. S. C. COLLEGE 1890-1905. U. OF S. C.
1906. FAITHFUL INDEX TO THE AMBITIONS AND FORTUNES OF THE STATE.
The iteration of historical events works suggestively. The site being
commemorated is the result of enslaved labor; it became the first majority AfricanAmerican public college in the US during Reconstruction (“radical control”); it was
closed and reopened as a completely different institution, and remained resegregated until
1963. There is no mention of the institution’s confederate affiliations or that it reopened
in 1880 as an all white agricultural college. While these exclusions might very well be
interpreted as counter-erasure, they serve to emphasize the ways in which race and racial
politics are fundamental to USC’s identity as a public institution.
Ghosts is a critical interactive with a clear purpose: to bring to light the ghosts
that made possible the campus of the University of South Carolina.2 It achieves that goal
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2
It is worth noting that this is not the only effort to bring to light the effects of historical
erasure. In fact, there is a healthy project at nearby Clemson University investigating the
forgotten contributions of slavery to its campus (Riddle 2015). These projects combine
the power of critical interactives with public history to reveal the hidden histories of the
places we take for granted.
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by building an empathetic connection between interactant and the very ghosts in portrays.
It attempts to make the interactant aware that the buildings and Wall are perhaps all that
remains of these slaves’ lives and work, and that we should be reminded of the (almost)
intentional erasure in the record of their presence on campus.
Sound is an incredibly important part of the life. A soundscape adds immersion,
adds power, and adds emotion. It is in this vain of thought that we now focus on creating
a soundscape for Ghosts.

Designing a Soundscape
In a feat of unadulterated self-promotion, we will use the steps discussed in the
previous chapter to create a soundscape for Ghosts.

Step 1: Playing The Game
In order to fully interact with Ghosts the user must be able to physically explore
the Horseshoe. With this in mind, I took a GPS equipped iPad and wandered. My goal
was to immerse myself in not only the experience of interacting with Ghosts but also to
take note of how the environment around me affected the way I perceived the story
Ghosts was showing me.
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Figure 4.1. A recreation of the Sanborn fire insurance map for South Carolina College
serves as the main interface for Ghosts.
The first observation I took note of was how powerful the story of “Henry” was.
This aural component was truly a moving moment for me and greatly influenced the way
I perceived content after that point. I also took note of the fact that as I traveled from
content point to content point, there was no cohesive element to keep me immersed in the
story. Instead, I had to deal with aural environment that currently lays claim to the
Horseshoe.
On most days, the Horseshoe is not a calm part of campus. In fact, oftentimes it is
a hub bustling with activity: students studying, classes being held, tours passing by,
students not studying, etc. In this lo-fi environment, I found myself distracted away from
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the past I was exploring emotionally by the present that I was exploring physically.
However, as I progressed through my exploration, I found myself drawn to the
juxtaposition of the past and the present. It reminded me exactly how erased from our
collective memory this history had become.

Step 2: Understanding the story being told
There is no denying that the historic content in Ghosts offers a motivating story.
The digital content that the application presents is powerful and moving. Through
examining documents, stories, letters, and 3D models, the interactant begins a journey
into the past. Ghosts means, to some extent, to reverse the historical erasure that has
made the contributions of enslaved labor on our campus unknown. It does so by telling
the stories of forgotten buildings, of forgotten people, and of forgotten histories. It does
so through ludic methods of play. It does so by allowing people to play with documents,
models, pictures, and history itself.

Step 3. Describe the aural environment
Ghosts certainly allows the user to interact with history, but after all the things we
have discussed about sound, how could any story be complete without presenting the
aural environment that surrounded these persons, buildings, and histories? As it stands
now, Ghosts is not a truly immersive experience. Instead it is an interaction with history,
interrupted by the present. How powerful would it be for a user to walk around the
Horseshoe and hear sounds that they knew did not belong in the present? Would it not
stick out in their minds? Would it not call for an investigative interaction?
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How powerful would it be if we could hear aspects of these ghosts’ lives? For

example, how might we answer the question, “What does labor sound like?” We do not
wish to portray a fanciful interpretation of the truth. Rather, our desire is to allow users to
connect to the long forgotten history of the Horseshoe.
In 1808, three years after South Carolina College opened, the board of trustees
investigated the cost of creating a wall around the campus. The board wanted to keep
students from venturing into Columbia where they often caused trouble. But the college
did not begin to build the wall until 1835. When completed a year later, the wall was six
feet, nine inches high. It surrounded the main campus and had a single entrance on
Sumter Street (Walker et al n.p.).

Figure 4.2. Campus wall along Sumter Street, ca. 1850 (Baker et al 2011).
The college hired a carpenter, Thomas H. Wade, and a bricklayer, Thomas R.
Davis, to construct the wall. The skilled slaves these men owned built the wall in just
over a year. Slaves were also responsible for making the bricks. Slaves owned by John G.
Brown made bricks for the wall at Brown’s brickyard on the Congaree River between
Blossom and Greene Streets.
Slaves took moist mineral clay and packed it into a mold usually made of wood
and sometimes lined with copper. Slaves then left the resulting brick molds on the ground
to air dry. After the brick molds were dry, slaves would remove the bricks from their
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mold and place them into a kiln or fire pit, which would often heat up to 2000 degrees
Fahrenheit. Since up to 20,000 bricks could be placed into the kiln at once, this process,
known as firing, produced bricks of varying quality and composition. After firing at this
temperature for a few days, slaves would gradually decrease the temperature of the kiln
by opening air holes, which allowed the bricks to cool. These bricks would then be
walked, by hand and by pulled cart, from the brickyard to the Horseshoe, over a mile
away.

Figure 4.3. A map of Columbia circa 1800 (Baker et al 2011).
Only then could enslaved brick masons go to work on building the actual wall.
The original wall was approximately 800 linear feet to a side, totaling 3200 linear feet or
38400 linear inches for the whole wall. A standard US brick size is 8” x 4” x 2.25”.
Accounting for mortar, each brick was 9” in length, which would mean 38400 / 9 = 4267
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bricks end to end, with mortar, to get to 3200 linear feet. The wall is 6ft 9in or 81 inches
high. Estimating each brick to be 3” vertically (including mortar), that’s 27 bricks
vertically. The wall is three bricks deep, giving us 4267 * 27 * 3 for a total of 345,627
bricks. Estimating each brick at about 6 pounds we get about 1037 tons of brick, carried
by hand, uphill, to the Horseshoe.3
The labor that these slaves endured was not easy and the construction of the wall
is just one example of that fact. This kind of labor was a crucial part of the soundscape of
the Horseshoe. Our designed soundscape should be one that reflects the atmosphere of
the Horseshoe while still presenting the intense labor going on at the time to create the
structure.

Step 4a: Identify Soundmarks and Textures
Now we must identify the crucial aural components of the historic Horseshoe.
The Horseshoe has always been an inherently live area. Designed as a focal point of
campus, the Horseshoe has always been host to the numerous birds, insects, and other
natural noisemakers that call South Carolina home. This includes a variety of songs and
birdcalls ranging form the melodious cardinal to the squeaking finch. These various
sounds are an integral part of the Horseshoe’s soundscape. They mark the area as a host
of natural life.
In addition to playing home to hundreds of native South Carolinian species, the
Horseshoe has served as the center of USC since it was founded as South Carolina
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3
Oftentimes, softer bricks would take on an imprint of the hand that installed them. To
some extent, these fingerprints are all that remains of those slaves who actually built the
wall. Many of these bricks remain in the wall to this day, their location hidden from the
public in fear of potentially destroying the one remaining link to these ghosts.
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College. That being said, in the 1800s, the Horseshoe was the campus. It included
academic buildings, the cafeteria, the South Caroliniana Library, and even faculty
housing. A university is a bustle of academic activity and the joyous noise of students.4
After all, this was a place for students to learn about the world. As any college student
would tell you, young people are not quiet. In addition, in period correct form, many
students rode horses along the Horseshoe, which in fact served as a stable area for part of
the 19th century. A horse is not a silent animal. The plodding of horseshoes on the ground
and the sound of horses neighing would have been commonplace.
The sounds of and by the students are something that has defined the Horseshoe
since its beginning. In the early days of South Carolina College, Harper College played
host to both a debate room and a cafeteria. Rutledge Chapel, the oldest building on
campus, rang its bell on the hour every hour. These are certainly important parts of the
soundscape of the Horseshoe, but we wish to show a now hidden part of its history: the
labor behind it. In this particular instance, we focus on brick masonry.
Brick masonry is an inherently rhythmic process. Recall our discussion of the
blacksmithing rhythms previously. As in any craft, the mason follows a pattern. After
observing a present day brick mason for quite some time, I found the workflow relatively
simple: reach for a brick, mortar the brick, place the brick, scrape the excess, tap the
brick. Each of these steps has a distinctive sound. Whether it’s the earthy sound of brick
on brick or the scraping of the metal trowel on the stone, each part of the process conveys
a bit of the story. It will be very important to incorporate these sounds, as well as the
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4
There are some incredible stories that could be told here but do not quite connect to our
purpose. I encourage the reader to look up the origins of the famous USC “Clemson Tiger
Burn.”
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rhythm of the brick mason in any interpretation of this sound. Brick masonry has not
changed significantly for hundreds of years. Tools have been updated, materials have
advanced, but the physical bricklaying process has not changed.5
As a musician, I believe it necessary to incorporate music into the soundscape. In
the early nineteenth century, African Americans were involved in the “Second
Awakening”. They met in camp meetings and sang without any hymnbook. Spontaneous
songs were composed on the spot. They were called “spiritual songs” and the term
“sperichil” (spiritual) appeared for the first time in the book “Slave Songs of the United
States” (PBS 2004). As Negro spirituals are Christian songs, most of them are concerned
with what the Bible says and how to live with the Spirit of God. For example, the “dark
days of bondage” were enlightened by the hope and faith that God will not leave slaves
alone.
During slavery and afterwards, slaves and workers who were working at fields or
elsewhere outdoors were allowed to sing “work songs.” This was the case when they had
to coordinate their efforts for hauling a fallen tree or any heavy load. Even prisoners used
to sing “chain gang” songs when they worked on the road or on some construction
project. But some “drivers” also allowed slaves to sing “quiet” songs, if they were not
apparently against slaveholders. Such songs could be sung either by only one soloist or
by several slaves. They were used for expressing personal feeling and for encouraging
one another. So, even at work, slaves could sing “secret messages”. This was the case of
Negro spirituals, which were sung at church, in meetings, at work and at home.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5
Conveniently, the Arnold School of Public Health, a registered historical landmark
which is just a few minutes from where I live, was being renovated, so I was able to
actually observe some brick masons at work.
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The meaning of these songs was most often covert. Therefore, only Christian

slaves understood them, and even when ordinary words were used, they reflected
personal relationship between the slave singer and God. The codes of the first Negro
spirituals are often related with an escape to a free country. For example, a “home” is a
safe place where everyone can live free. So, a “home” can mean Heaven, but it covertly
means a sweet and free country, a haven for enslaved persons. The ways used by
fugitives running to a free country were riding a “chariot” or a “train.” The Negro
spirituals “The Gospel Train” and “Swing low, sweet chariot” directly refer to the
Underground Railroad, an informal organization who helped many slaves to flee. The
words of “The Gospel train” are “She is coming… Get onboard… There’s room for many
more.” Then, “Swing low, sweet chariot” refers to Ripley, a “station” of the Underground
Railroad, where fugitive slaves were welcome. This town is atop a hill, by the Ohio
River, which is not easy to cross. So, to reach this place, fugitives had to wait for help
coming from the hill. The words of this spirituals say, “I looked over Jordan and what did
I see / Coming for to carry me home / A band of angels coming after me.”
This music is not just important as an historically accurate representation of the
slave work. It exists as a hidden resistance – a way for the slaves to show that they were
fighting back. Let us not forget that these are a people who were exploited and dismissed
as a consequence to advancement.

Step 4b: Create your interpretation of the environment
In order for an interactant to experience fully Ghosts, he or she must physically be
on the Horseshoe. Geolocation is of the utmost importance. In fact, I would say that the
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interactive experience hinges on physically exploring the environment. That being said, if
we are to create a soundscape for Ghosts, it too must be explorable. Moving around the
space should change your aural experience. With this in mind, I have designed a plan for
a geophysical soundscape, one that takes your location and responds with the sounds of
that specific location.
First we will identify the necessary soundmarks. As we spoke of before, the sound
of the university is a critical part of the soundscape of the Horseshoe. Specifically, I
singled out the sounds of the old dining hall, the sounds of debate in Harper College’s
Gressette Room, and the reliable chime of Rutledge Chapel’s bells. However, take note
of the fact that some of these sounds, particularly the chime of Rutledge Chapel’s bells,
still exist in the present day. Instead of reincorporating sounds like the bells or the
chitchat of students, I propose leaving these sounds to be dynamically produced by the
current environment. In fact, I believe this creates a fascinating tension between present
and past that, as I said previously, reminds the interactant that this history has been
forgotten.
In addition, recall our discussion of the principal mode of transport during the
time. I propose implementing a soundmark of horses’ hooves trotting along a packed
grassy ground. However, reflect the dynamic environment of a live soundscape, the hoof
sounds will be moving in space along the paths of the Horseshoe. That means that the
interactor could actually hear a horse “following” them (or passing by). The sounds
would also transition to horseshoes on bricks as the horses approach the ends of the
Horseshoe.
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In order to aurally represent the sound of labor, I propose using three different

components of brick masonry. The first is the sound of the masonry itself. This includes
the scrapes of bricks on brick, the scrape of a trowel on a brick, the sound of the tapping
of a trowel on a brick, and the sound of mortar being placed on a brick. The second
component is the rhythm at which this work would have been done (just like we
discussed in the tales of the blacksmithing of old). The third component I will address by
adding a soft spiritual sung by the masons. The selection will be randomly chosen from
the list of three spirituals below6:
Arwhoolie
Hammer, Ring
Quittin’ Time Song 2
The performance of these songs will be muted (dulled), to represent a hushed fear of
punishment surrounding the work done by these slaves.

Step 4c: Presenting a Texture
In addition to these soundmarks, I would like for there to be one more facet of our
soundscape. Ghosts tries to reverse the historical erasure that has occurred on the campus
of the University of South Carolina. This critical interactive attempts to bring to light the
stories of these unacknowledged ghosts. However, it does not reveal this story all at once.
Rather, it presents these forgotten histories in small chunks of content. The user has to
explore for him- or herself. The more content that is explored, the deeper the connection
created between the interactant and the histories themselves becomes. Instead of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6
Recordings of these are available via the PBS project, Slavery and the Making of
America (PBS 2004).
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presenting the interactant with a fully developed soundscape right from the beginning, the
soundscape will be gradually revealed, based on the content the user has interacted with.
That being said, gradually revealing elements of the historic soundscape is not
exactly what we need. This would inherently damage the efficacy of our newly designed
soundscape. Instead, I propose to gradually bring to the forefront the historic soundscape.
That is, as more content is explored, the soundscape begins to sound “closer” in a spatial
sense. At the beginning, these historic sounds are muddled and hushed, “far away” –
merely echoes of what they will become. As an interactant physically explores the
Horseshoe, interacting with more and more content, these soundmarks come alive,
becoming sharper, “closer”, and fuller. This way the sounds themselves are telling a
story. They are subtly “showing” the user the true history of the Historic Horseshoe.7

Toward Empathic Awareness, Critical Interaction, and Social Engagement
The state of South Carolina boasts a population of 4,625,364, approximately 28%
of which is African American (Buell, Cooley, Walker 50). By contrast, the state’s
flagship university has a student body of only 11% African American/Black (50). Ghosts
will not change these statistics in any way. But it might very well inspire people to gain
an “empathic awareness” of how race matters to a sense of responsibility for a past whose
politics still bears on the present. No one can change the past. And, with tensions still
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7
Due to time constraints, I was not able to actually implement this soundscape on the
app. However, I thoroughly investigated implementing said soundscape using the aptly
named The Amazing Audio Engine. As an open source audio engine, developed
specifically for iOS, it is a perfect candidate for implementing a soundscape such as the
one discussed. Meant to be used for games, it allows the app to play sounds based on an
entered location (while simultaneously applying live filters). The associated sound
samples can be found by sending me an email at connorbain@gmail.com.
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high and race still a divisive issue, at least in the South if not the entire United States,
reconciliation and understanding are unlikely to result from “preaching.”
The most productive means to secure social engagement can be by means that are
subtle and evocative. Ghosts attempts to show that “bodies are not merely texts or
performances but flesh and bone, histories and entanglements, suffering and illness,
capabilities and desires, life and death–in short, bodies are material and not just
materialized” (50). The records that survive of the enslaved persons who made the bricks
and built the buildings and wall of the USC Horseshoe are predominantly records of
labor, contracted for and treated entirely as a commodity. These ghosts have been
forgotten for far too long.
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Conclusion
Why does western culture give privilege to vision and neglect sound? In this thesis, I
argued that sound is not just “noise.” Rather, it is a form of rhetoric that has the power to
both reinforce and misrepresent the world around us. In the literature surrounding critical
interactives, there is plenty of focus on the visual aspects of designing a critical
interactive. However, thoughts on how sound might add to an interactant’s learning
experience are scarce.
Even in Ghosts, a project where the designers had the utmost respect for the aural
sense, the visual is primary and the aural is simply secondary. By adapting Flanagan’s
process for incorporating a set of values into a critical interactive, we now have a basis
for designing meaningful soundscapes for critical interactives instead of simply adding in
disparate aural components.
In the new soundscape for Ghosts of the Horseshoe, we use sounds coupled with
digital effects to allow an interactant to explore the history of the Historic Horseshoe at
the University of South Carolina in both an aural and a geophysical sense. It was not
enough to simply “add sound” to Ghosts. Designing a soundscape required truly
understanding the story it told and the history it brings to light. Every aural component
added has to be capable of contributing meaningfully to that story. This design process is
not trivial and certainly not generalizable. Every story is different, but every critical
interactive should harness the power of sound in order to more effectively engage its
interactors.
This work is meant to be an intervention−to remind the reader that sound is
everywhere and that it, like history, should not be simply ignored or forgotten.
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